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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW:  STACY LEWIS 
Wednesday, June 3, 2015       
 
 

 

MODERATOR:  We would like to welcome in World No. 3 Stacy Lewis into the interview 

room here at the Manulife LPGA Classic.  Stacy, thanks for coming in.  Another tournament 

you have ties to.  I know last year we talked about you just recently announced or a little bit 

over a year now your partnership with Manulife.  Just talk about how that relationship has 

evolved.  I know you were very involved in the tournament early on and now personally.  

Talk about that relationship and where it's at at this point. 

 

STACY LEWIS:  It's been great.  Kind of over the year getting to know people a little bit 

better and kind of seeing familiar faces from year to year, it's been really nice for me to be 

able to do that.  I've been involved with this tournament from the get-go, so it's cool to see 

how it's evolved, just the little things they're doing to make it a little bit better event every 

year.  It's great to see they're continuing to make that investment in us.  

 

MODERATOR:  And this event specifically, I know players, the staff, everybody was a little 

shocked in year one, year two it grew, year three it grew.  Different location this year.  I think 

Lorie Kane said yesterday, I hope that doesn't deter people from coming out but I can't 

imagine it will because they come out in droves.  But talk about the support at this event and 

what you as the players were so surprised about how much support this has gotten.  

 

STACY LEWIS:  Well, you look at Grey Silo is a great track but it didn't really have all the 

amenities and things but people still came, people still came to watch us.  You know, it 

wasn't the easiest walk for them out there kind of in the middle of nowhere.  So hopefully 

people continue to come.  I think they will.  This community supported us from the get-go.  

And Manulife, you know, a lot of the Manulife employees get out there and support us, they 

volunteer for the week and all that.  It's such a cool event.  It's different from -- I don't really 

know how to describe it, but it's definitely different from other ones we go to.  I think this 

venue's going to be great for us.  The finish walking up 18 is so cool with the clubhouse in 

the background, big stands.  It just feels like a bigger venue and that's what we want. 

 

MODERATOR:  The buzz is it's a little bit of a tougher track than Grey Silo.  I know you're a 

fan of the tough tests of golf. what are your first impressions?  

 

STACY LEWIS:  Well, first impressions is that it's similar.  You kind of look at the lay of the 

land and everything is similar.  A few more hills to it, but the greens is where the difference 

is.  Around the greens, on the greens and around the greens there's a ton of slopes.  You 

have to hit it, miss it on the right side of the hole.  It's going to be a good test, but I still think 

you're going to see some low numbers.  I think if you're hitting it well and you're hitting in the 

right places, you can definitely make a lot of birdies.  I think scores will be pretty low. 

 

MODERATOR:  Questions? 
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Q.  What will the winner have done well at the end of this week, do you think? 

 

STACY LEWIS:  I think a good iron player is going to play well here.  You really have to hit it 

to the right spots on the greens but you can also use slopes to get it closer.  Putting is key 

when you're winning a tournament or not.  You have to putt well, but then just hitting it to the 

right places.  Off the tee there's a few holes that are narrow, but in general you can get away 

with some tee shots. 

 

Q.  What sort of a score do you think will win it?  

 

STACY LEWIS:  Oh, I'm never good at the scoring thing.  I think Grey Silo you had 20- to 

25-under winning.  I don't see it quite that low but you're going to see some low numbers.  

You're going to see probably some 63s and 64s I think just because if you get it going 

there's some reachable par 5s, you can maybe make an eagle or two.  Everybody's saying 

it's harder, but I still see scores being pretty good. 

 

Q.  Stacy, you always seem to perform well here.  You have a tied for fifth your first 

year, tied for sixth last year.  Is it just being comfortable in this community, having 

Manulife behind you?  What specifically allows you to play well when you come to 

this tournament?  

 

STACY LEWIS:  I definitely think having the ties up here.  I have a great family that I stay 

with.  Knowing all the Manulife folks definitely makes you more comfortable.  I liked Grey 

Silo, I played well on it, so I was a little disappointed we were moving.  But you understand 

why, we needed a clubhouse like this and a venue like this.  You know, I don't really know 

specifically.  Hopefully on this golf course (inaudible) translates like it did at Grey Silo but I 

think it was more I just like that golf course. 

 

MODERATOR:  Well, your season overall has been quite successful, but I know you've 

been wanting break into the winner's circle.  You've been working on the mental aspect of 

your game, not getting so frustrated, but you have to say you've been playing very good golf 

but just been on the cusp.  What's going to be putting you over the edge and back in the 

winner's circle?  

 

STACY LEWIS:  I think something I've been working on these last few days and part of last 

week was ball striking.  That's something that's kind of been offtrack a little bit I think 

probably the last eight months and probably honestly why I haven't won is just haven't been 

quite as consistent.  My misses have been a little bit bigger so I have to get the ball striking 

back on track.  It's a good golf course, it's a good test for leading into next week.  Next 

week's going to be really hard, so kind of using this week as a test and working on a few 

things.  But I like where it's going, you know.  It's not far off and it's just getting those misses 

back in there a little bit. 

 

MODERATOR:  We talked last week about your drivers, you've been changing them.  How 
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did that go last week and where are you in that process?  It was six different ones since the 

off-season?  

 

STACY LEWIS:  I'm still on the same one, so until I get my golf swing really where I want it 

to be, I'm not going to make any more changes with that.  This one's good enough for right 

now and right now I'm just getting the golf swing back. 

 

Q.  What model is that that you're on now?  

 

STACY LEWIS:  The AeroBurner, TaylorMade.  
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